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Abstract— Climate change and environment pressure are 

major international issue nowadays. It is time when 

government business and consumer have to respond through 

more environmentally friendly and aware practices, product 

and policies. This is the prime time to develop alternate 

sustainable construction materials, reduce greenhouse gas 

submission save energy look to renewable energy resources 

and recycled materials and reduce waste. The utilization of 

waste material (slag fly ash glass beads plastic and so on) in 

concrete manufacturing is significant due to its engineering, 

financial environment ecological benefit. Thus utilization of 

waste material in concrete production is very much helpful to 

reach the goal of the sustainable construction. Therefore the 

study intends to use glass beads in concrete production The 

paper report on the performance of 4 different concrete 

mixers containing different ratio of glass crushed to 5mm -

20mm size as coarse aggregate. Ordinary Portland cement 

type 1 and fine sand less than 0.5mm were used to produce 

standard concrete cube. Compressive test were carried out on 

concrete equipment at various age. Test result indicate that 

the mix having the balance ratio of glass beads posses 

maximum compressive strength as glass form better bond 

formation. The mixes were prepared following a specific 

W/C and aggregate ratio. 

Key words: Waste Glass, Recycling, Environmentally 

Friendly, Glass Aggregate Strength Development 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Building material are one of the component in a sustainable 

building that may posses the maximum positive 

environmental impact as well as directly affecting the quality 

of both interior and exterior appurtenance . They directly and 

indirectly affect the wider ecological context through the 

processes used to extract, manufacture, transport and 

ultimately reuse or dispose them. 

Sustainable building material by definition are 

material that are logically produced and sourced (which 

reduce transportation cost and co2 emission ) they may 

include recycled material they have a lower environmental 

impact , they are thermally efficient , they require less energy 

than more modern and conventional materials. they make use 

of renewable resources. they are lower in toxic emission and 

they are financially viable. 

Huge amount of natural aggregates, fuel, sand and 

water, are being consumed in cement and concrete 

production. Consequently, to minimize these, researches 

have concentrated on the use of waste materials as potential 

alternatives in the construction industry, especially in 

concrete construction. In fact, utilization of waste materials 

(i.e., slag, fly ash, plastics, glass beads etc.) in concrete 

construction is one of the prime research interests to reach the 

goal of achieving sustainable construction. In this aspect, 

consumption of waste glass beads in concrete manufacturing 

can be a new scientific sobriety in the field of sustainable 

concrete [2]-[4]. A large amount of useless glass residue, by-

products, and waste materials are produced by different 

industries on regular basis. The residual and unused wastes 

are disposed into environment as burden without any 

commercial return. Consequently, huge money is being spent 

for their disposal reasons as well as environmental pollution 

occurs. It is well known that addition of these wastes in 

concrete as a supplement of cement generally reduces the 

construction cost and more or less maintains the properties of 

concrete. In addition, waste materials, when properly 

processed, have shown to be effective as construction 

materials and readily meet the design specifications [5], [6]. 

This study focuses on producing concrete of acceptable 

strength with waste glass as coarse aggregate and determining 

the optimum coarse aggregate mix ratio to achieve this 

strength.  

II. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WORK  

since the demand in the concrete manufacturing is increasing 

day by day, the utilization of stone chips as coarse aggregate 

leads to exploitation of natural resources. Recent research 

findings have shown that concrete made with recycled glass 

aggregate are capable to provide better long term strength and 

better thermal insulation due to its better thermal properties 

of the glass aggregates [7], [8]. The use of recycled glass as 

aggregate can also greatly enhance the aesthetic appeal of the 

concrete. Glass is a unique inert material that could be 

recycled many times without changing its chemical 

properties. The major aim of environmental authorities is to 

reduce, as far as possible, the disposal of postconsumer glass 

in landfill and diversion to economically viable glass product 

streams [9]. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK  

Four individual concrete mixes were designed where the 

selected mix design was 1:1.5:3for M20 and  1:1.46:2.3 for 

M30 the W/C ratio followed was 0.50. OPC type -1 cement 

and fine aggregate (sand) less than 0.5 mm were used. With 

these fixed criterions, the proportions of three types of waste 

glass ( 20 mm glass in different ratio ) as coarse aggregate 

were different for nine different mixes. The specifications of 

coarse aggregate in the mixes are as following: 

Standard concrete cube  of 150 mm X 150 mm were 

prepared for each of the nine mixes. Compressive strengths 

of each mix at different curing days were measured. 

A. Materials which are used: 

The materials used for this experimental work are cement  

Fine aggregate  

Coarse aggregate  

Water  

Replaced aggregate (partial replacement of glass pieces and 

steel wastes 0% ,10%, 20%, 30%)  
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1) Cement: 

The most common cement used is an ordinary Portland 

cement. The Ordinary Portland Cement of of 53 grade 

(ZUARI cement OPC) conforming to IS: 8112-1989 is be 

use. Many tests were conducted on cement; some of them are 

consistency tests, setting tests, and soundness tests.  

2) Glass: 

Glass is an amorphous material that lacks a long range 

periodic crystalline structure. Glasses can be formed through 

several methods but the most common method involves 

heating raw materials into a molten liquid and then rapidly 

cooling the liquid in such a way that the atoms remain in a 

randomly arranged atomic state. When using the 

melting/cooling method to form glass, the process often 

begins as a mixture of several critical raw material powders. 

These powder mixtures are composed of many different 

components, with each playing an important role. In most 

glasses, the compositions are engineered to include network 

formers, fluxing agents, property modifiers, fining agents, 

and colorants. The chemical formulation dictates the physical 

properties and characteristics of the formed glass.These raw 

materials are then heated to a sufficient melting temperature 

so that a homogeneous viscous liquid is formed. At this point, 

depending on the manufacturing technique, the molten glass 

can be manipulated and shaped into the desired glass form. 

The chemical formulation can be altered to meet different 

performance specifications or to improve manufacturability. 

 
Fig.1: Glass sample 

3) Water:  

Water is an important ingredient of concrete as it initiates the 

chemical reaction with cement. Potable water with pH value 

7 is used for mixing and curing through the experiment. 

4) Proposed Methodology: 

In our proposed approach cubes are casted using Stone dust 

additives and simple conventional concrete cubes using 

appropriate proportion of materials after that the cubes are 

kept for curing period for 7 days, 14 days and 28 days. The 

cube are taken out from curing after its period gets over and 

is subjected to the compressive strength test and the values 

are taken for all cubes and by comparing their strength we get 

the desired result. 

B. Procedure Adopted for Casting Cubes: 

Firstly calculate the various proportion weight for M-20 (1: 

1.5: 3) grade of concrete and M-30 (1:1.462:2.312) grade of 

concrete. Then after calculating the weight of materials 

1) Spread measured quantity of coarse aggregate and 

proportion of glass on the platform.   

2) Coarse aggregate  and glass mix over the cement.  

3) Dry mix the cement and coarse aggregate and glass 

thoroughly, .  

4) Spread the measured quantity of coarse aggregate in 

another place of platform.  

5) Spread the coarse aggregate and glass mixer.  

6) Thoroughly mix the whole mass  mass at least 3 times by 

shovelling and turning over by twist from centre to side 

then back to the centre and again to the sides.  

7) Make a hollow in the middle of the mixed materials. 

8) Add measure quantity of water & slowly turn the whole 

mixture over & over again until each aggregate is coated 

with coarse aggregate , glass& cement the mixture 

should be uniform & plastic.  

9) Apply grease on the inner surface of moulds.  

10) Fill 1/3 of the mould until the prepared mixture & tamp 

it for 25 times tamping.  

11) Again fill the mould with 2/3 of the prepared mix & tamp 

it for 25 times.  

12) Completely the mould & level it and (also tamp the third 

layer). 

13) In the same way fill the other two moulds. 

 
Fig. 2: Casting Cubes 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

For glass aggregate cube-Add glass  respectively 

0%,10%,20%, and 30% . It was observed that the 

replacement of coarse aggregate by glass partially  increases 

the compressive strength of concrete by 7-16%, and found 

that amongst all the mixes the highest compressive strength 

was obtained for 20% replacement of coarse aggregate by 

glass .Waste glass is utilised in sustainable way. 

%Mix (Coarse aggregate :  

Glass) 

Compressive 

Strength(N/sq. mm) 

(100:0) 19.85 

(90:10) 20.95 

(80:20) 21.15 

(70:30) 20.40 

Table 1: Compressive strength test for M-20 grade concrete  

after 7 days 

%Mix (Coarse aggregate :  

Glass) 

Compressive 

Strength(N/sq. mm) 

(100:0) 23.10 

(90:10) 23.45 

(80:20) 24.80 

(70:30) 23.65 

Table 2: Compressive strength test for M-20 grade concrete 

after 28 days 
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%Mix (Coarse aggregate :  Glass) 

Fig. 3: Graph representation of Compressive strength for M-

20 grade concrete 

%Mix (Coarse aggregate :  

Glass) 

Compressive 

Strength(N/sq. mm) 

(100:0) 27.65 

(90:10) 28.10 

(80:20) 28.35 

(70:30) 27.90 

Table 3: Compressive strength test for M-30 grade concrete  

after 7 days 

%Mix (Coarse aggregate :  

Glass) 

Compressive 

Strength(N/sq. mm) 

(100:0) 33.90 

(90:10) 34.40 

(80:20) 35.80 

(70:30) 34.75 

Table 4: Compressive strength test for M-30 grade concrete  

after 28 days 

 
Fig. 4: Graph representation of Compressive 

strength for M-20 grade concrete 

V. CONCLUSION  

Following significant points can be concluded form my 

study:  

 Concrete shows higher compressive strength after 

replacing coarse aggregate  by glass. So glass can be used 

as an additive in concrete preparation.  

 Workability of concrete increases with the use of glass. 

 Glass can be used as an alternate material of coarse 

aggregate both in lean concrete as well as in high 

strength concrete. 

It is reported in this paper that glass increases the 

strengthen properties of concrete. However other parameters 

like temperature, humidity, climate conditions, air-entrapped 

etc. also effects the same. It also helps in sustainable disposal 

of waste glass.   
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